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jbl professional monitors feature dual integrated class d power amplifiers, which we custom designed for each
transducer. this dedicated power system delivers high fidelity, superior performance and exceptional ease of use.
the x3 and x3.5 series models feature a unique, dual, integrated power system that provides high fidelity sound
and exceptional ease of use. each unit features 2 x high-output, 600mm, class-d drivers and an oversized, 1.2
meter wing design that delivers exceptional performance. need even more power? the x3.5 features 2 x high-
output, 800mm, class-d drivers and an oversized, 1. no matter the level of production, choose the x3 series for its
outstanding performance and ease of use. this class d power system delivers a power rating of 300 watts per
channel. the amp and its drivers are dedicated to power a single channel of a 3 series monitor. the power rating
of each channel is 100 watts. avx video editing is a video editing software program that enables you to edit,
create and share high-quality movies using a simple drag and drop interface. it can be used to create movies
from a series of video clips, add titles and special effects, and export the movie as a dvd, mpeg, or flash. you can
also import and edit other video formats including avi, mov, mpg, wmv, vob, dat, 3gp, asf, mpeg, flv, mkv, mts,
and rm. when using avx video editing, you can select and apply one of the preset video effects or create and
apply your own using the over 300 effects included in the program. threadripper pro 5000 wx-series processors
were the best performing processors we have tested for ilm stagecraft, said nick rasmussen, principal engineer
and architect, stagecraft, industrial light & magic. its significantly faster than the equivalent threadripper pro
3000 wx processor, and we saw up to a 2x or more speedup on cpu heavy loads versus our performance baseline.
this high performance coupled with the extensive i/o capabilities makes threadripper pro 5000 wx-series an ideal
workstation processor for our cutting-edge virtual production work.
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amd showcased its hardware and software innovations to advance the future of ai and content creation during
the 2019 gpu technology conference. the company is also showcasing new gpu-accelerated audio capabilities at

this year’s nab show, where the newest amd gpu hardware is expected to help the company’s ecosystem of
partners and customers, including high-end audio professionals, take advantage of the increased performance
and flexibility of gpus to drive forward-looking innovations. amd is showcasing the latest iteration of its popular

radeon rx 5000 series graphics cards at the 2019 nab show. the new cards feature higher frequencies, increased
memory bandwidth and more efficient graphics technology. the latest cards will be shown in the new amd radeon
rx 5700 series graphics cards and the amd radeon rx 5700 xt and amd radeon rx 5700 graphics cards. these new

cards are available starting today.1 after a heavy guitar amp is turned up, the sound is usually really tight and
clear. however, after a while the guitar starts to sound like a tin can. thats when you know the signal is getting
pushed. thanks to a new jbl engineering team that knows how to get the most from the amps own components,
the new jbl clip-on studio monitor cp300 mkii delivers better sound than ever. it uses the same 3 series cps r03

design as the rest of the 3 series line, but adds a dedicated driver for the subwoofer and an extension of the
internal crossover for the mids and highs to get more low end. this allows the driver to work harder and the

crossover to provide better separation between the mids and highs, resulting in more detail and less distortion.
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